
Unlocking the Secrets of Amazing Leaders:
B2 Collins Amazing People ELT Readers

In today's fast-paced and competitive world, leadership is a crucial aspect of any
successful organization. Great leaders possess a unique set of skills and
attributes that enable them to inspire, motivate, and guide others towards
achieving extraordinary goals. Over the years, numerous incredible individuals
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have emerged as amazing leaders, shaping our world in various fields and
industries.

The B2 Collins Amazing People ELT Readers series is a treasure trove of
captivating stories that showcase the lives and achievements of these
exceptional leaders. Whether you are an English learner looking to improve your
language skills or simply an admirer of remarkable individuals, these books offer
an engaging and enlightening experience.
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The Power of Storytelling

One of the key reasons why the B2 Collins Amazing People ELT Readers series
stands out is its effective use of storytelling techniques. Each book offers a
compelling narrative that brings to life the experiences and challenges faced by
amazing leaders. Through captivating storytelling, readers are transported into
the past and get a glimpse into the lives of these extraordinary individuals.
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The power of storytelling lies in its ability to evoke emotions and create
memorable connections. By weaving intriguing tales of courage, perseverance,
and determination, the B2 Collins Amazing People ELT Readers series fosters a
deep understanding of the impact that these leaders have had on our society and
the lessons we can learn from them.

Exploring a Wide Range of Fields

From politics and science to arts and sports, the B2 Collins Amazing People ELT
Readers series covers a wide range of fields, offering readers a diverse selection
of amazing leaders to learn from. Whether you're interested in exploring the
inspiring leadership of Nelson Mandela, the brilliant scientific mind of Marie Curie,
or the creative genius of Leonardo da Vinci, there is a book tailored to your
interests.

This variety not only allows readers to delve into the accomplishments of leaders
they are most intrigued by but also opens up new horizons by introducing them to
individuals they may not have previously been familiar with. Such exposure to
leaders from different domains adds depth and breadth to one's understanding of
leadership and its applications in various contexts.

Cultivating Language Skills

As an English learner, improving language proficiency is likely one of your goals.
The B2 Collins Amazing People ELT Readers series not only offers an enriching
experience through its captivating content but also provides an excellent platform
for honing your English language skills.

Each book in the series has been carefully designed to match the B2 level of the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR). This means



that the vocabulary, grammar, and sentence structures used are aligned with the
proficiency level of learners aiming to achieve upper-intermediate fluency.

By immersing yourself in the narratives of these amazing leaders, you enhance
your reading comprehension, expand your vocabulary, and gain exposure to
various linguistic structures. The series also includes a range of interactive
exercises and activities that further reinforce your language acquisition and offer
opportunities for practice.

Unlocking Your Leadership Potential

While the B2 Collins Amazing People ELT Readers series primarily focuses on
the lives of amazing leaders from the past and present, it also serves as a source
of inspiration for those aspiring to become exceptional leaders themselves.

Each story in the series provides valuable insights into the qualities,
characteristics, and strategies that contribute to effective leadership. By studying
the experiences of these leaders, you can gain a deeper understanding of
leadership principles and develop your own unique leadership style.

Whether you're a student, a professional, or simply someone passionate about
personal growth, the B2 Collins Amazing People ELT Readers series offers a
valuable resource for unlocking your leadership potential.

The B2 Collins Amazing People ELT Readers series is more than just a collection
of books. It is an immersive experience that takes readers on a captivating
journey through the lives of amazing leaders. These extraordinary individuals
have not only shaped our world but also left an indelible mark on the way we
perceive leadership.



Through an engaging blend of storytelling, a diverse range of subjects, and
language skill cultivation, these books offer readers a unique opportunity to
explore and learn from amazing leaders from various fields. So, if you're ready to
embark on an enlightening adventure and uncover the secrets of amazing
leaders, dive into the B2 Collins Amazing People ELT Readers series and be
prepared to be inspired!
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The inspiring stories of 6 people who changed history.

Contents:
Gaius Julius Caesar, the powerful Roman leader
Queen Elizabeth I who ruled England for 45 years
George Washington, the first president of the USA
King Louis XVI, the last king of France
Winston Churchill who led Britain in the Second World War
Che Guevara, the Argentinian doctor who fought for revolution
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BRITISH ENGLISH
Word count: 18,924
Headword count: 1,654

Visit www.collinselt.com/readers for videos, teacher resources and self-study
materials.

This book is Level 4 in the Collins ELT Readers series.
Level 4 is equivalent to CEF level B2.

About the Amazing People series:
A unique opportunity for learners of English to read about the exceptional lives
and incredible abilities of some of the most insightful people the world has seen.

Each book contains six short stories, told by the characters themselves, as if in
their own words. The stories explain the most significant parts of each character’s
life, giving an insight into how they came to be such an important historic figure.

After each story, a timeline presents the most major events in their life in a clear
and succinct fashion. The timeline is ideal for checking comprehension or as a
basis for project work or further research.

Created in association with The Amazing People Club.

About Collins ELT Readers:
Collins ELT Readers are divided into four levels:
Level 1 - elementary (A2)
Level 2 - pre-intermediate (A2–B1)
Level 3 - intermediate (B1)
Level 4 - upper intermediate (B2)



Each level is carefully graded to ensure that the learner both enjoys and benefits
from their reading experience.
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Bridges, And More Got Their Names
Have you ever wondered how your neighborhood got its name? Or the
story behind the street you live on? How about the park you frequent or
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London, the vibrant capital of England, has always been known for its
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Adventure and learning go hand in hand when it comes to children's
literature. The Tooter Tale Stepping Stone Book™ series provides an
immersive experience for young readers,...
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